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The time- and labor-intensive process of project 
closeout can plague project managers, and MCN 
Build was no stranger to time intensive, deadline 
driven closeout on their projects. MCN Build’s 
process routinely encountered multiple challenges 
that their previous software solution was not able to 
adequately overcome in order to meet their needs, 
including;

• The need for manual evaluation of specs to 
determine closeout requirements, organization and 
maintenance of the data in an Excel spreadsheet, 
and individualized contact with subcontractors

• The delicate balance of managing one project’s 
closeout while simultaneously implementing 
another project’s startup

• Delayed payments due to paperwork, even if 
physical labor was complete

• Intense overtime eating away at work-life balance

The demands that the closeout process made on MCN 
Build’s team necessitated a change. That’s where 
Pype Closeout came in.

Pype Closeout Presents Solutions

While adoption of some new tech solutions can be a 
lengthy and painful process, integrating Closeout into 
MCN Build’s workflow required a straightforward, 
ninety minute training session with Pype’s support 
staff. Its simplicity of design and ease of use made 
training a breeze, even for interns without field 
experience. “If you can use a smartphone, then 
Closeout is simple to navigate.” joked Amit Patani, 
Project Manager for MCN Build. This seamless 
process served to show that Pype prioritizes a quality 
user experience and provides significant time saving 
benefits - much like MCN Build themselves.

The results of Closeout on MCN Build’s bottom line 
were rapid and dramatic, as evidenced by their swift 
commitment to an Enterprise level partnership. 
APMs suddenly had their hands free from the tedium 
of a manual closeout process and could dedicate 

The Challenge

MCN Build Streamlines Efficiency, Uses Resources 
Effectively with Pype Closeout
Closeout’s straight-forward interface provides foundation for updating company 
processes and workflows. 

“Project closeout was a pain, but using Pype’s powerful and straightforward platform 

helped us standardize our closeout process. This is a quality solution that got us paid 

faster even when put it in the hands of someone with no prior experience.” 
      Amit Patani, Project Manager, MCN Build
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The simplicity of Pype’s platform really spoke to 
MCN Build’s team. Adoption was quick and easy, and 
because subcontractors did not have to invest in order 
to use Pype, APMs had no trouble encouraging them 
to use the system, further streamlining efficiency. On 
one project, an intern without industry experience 
was able to lead the document closeout on a $52M 
project, made simple by Closeout’s dashboard with 
oversight by more experienced team members. 

Moving forward, MCN Build will be implementing a 
new workflow to complete closeout throughout the 
project’s life cycle. Inspired by the time savings, 
simplicity, and improved stakeholder relationship 
that Pype provides, they now aim to optimize their 
resources even further.

MCN Build Streamlines Efficiency, Uses Resources Effectively with Pype Closeout
Closeout’s straight-forward interface provides foundation for updating company processes and workflows. 

MCN Build was able to produce 
quality turnover documents in 
a fraction of the time.

time savings
80%

their time to other crucial areas that required skilled 
attention. This improvement in time management 
capabilities had ripple effects along the chain of 
command, with all team members better able to 
distribute and complete essential labor.

Closeout’s Results Speak Volumes

Prior to the implementation of Pype’s closeout tool, 
MCN Build’s APMs spent an average of 10-15 hours 
per week for 6-8 weeks itemizing data in Excel, 
chasing down subs, and clocking overtime attempting 
to get closeout completed in a timely fashion. But with 
Closeout, spreadsheets became a thing of the past, 
emails to subs became automated, and project status 
could be easily communicated to all stakeholders.

Analysis by MCN Build upon conclusion of the 
Pype pilot showed that the average amount of time 
dedicated to managing closeout on a single project 
was reduced to 2-3 hours per week for 6-8 weeks - 
an incredible 80% time savings! Those saved hours 
were rededicated to other crucial tasks, including 
more thorough building walks to build incomplete 
lists for subs ahead of the punch process, more 
accurately calculating profit, and allowing the team 
to focus more effort on delivering the highest-quality 
product possible for their clients. Additionally, 
because of Pype’s cloud-based design, owners, PMs, 
and executive teams can monitor progress of the 
closeout process in real-time on multiple projects, 
without pulling an APM’s attention away from other 
important tasks for manual status updates.


